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When You Don’t Have It 
If you run 





















One cup of dry rice  
makes three cups of cooked  
rice which is six, ½ cup servings.
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Store for Savings 
▲▲ Bread▲stored▲at▲room▲temperature▲
stays▲fresh▲longest.▲Bread▲stored▲
in▲the▲refrigerator▲will▲not▲mold▲as▲
quickly▲but▲it▲will▲go▲stale▲faster.▲
▲▲ If▲you▲buy▲more▲bread▲than▲you▲can▲
eat▲within▲a▲week,▲you▲can▲freeze▲
it▲for▲up▲to▲six▲months.▲Make▲sand-
wiches▲with▲frozen▲bread,▲or▲thaw▲by▲
removing▲individual▲slices▲from▲the▲
plastic▲bread▲bag.▲Wrap▲the▲bread▲in▲
a▲clean▲paper▲towel▲to▲absorb▲excess▲
moisture.▲Thaw▲to▲room▲temperature.▲
Store▲the▲thawed▲bread▲in▲a▲clean,▲dry▲
plastic▲bag.▲
Educational▲programs▲of▲Kentucky▲Cooperative▲Extension▲serve▲all▲people▲regardless▲of▲race,▲color,▲age,▲sex,▲religion,▲disability,▲or▲national▲origin.▲Issued▲in▲furtherance▲of▲Cooperative▲Extension▲work,▲Acts▲of▲
May▲8▲and▲June▲30,▲1914,▲in▲cooperation▲with▲the▲U.S.▲Department▲of▲Agriculture,▲M.▲Scott▲Smith,▲Director,▲Land▲Grant▲Programs,▲University▲of▲Kentucky▲College▲of▲Agriculture,▲Lexington,▲and▲Kentucky▲State▲
University,▲Frankfort.▲Copyright▲©▲2010▲for▲materials▲developed▲by▲University▲of▲Kentucky▲Cooperative▲Extension.▲This▲publication▲may▲be▲reproduced▲in▲portions▲or▲its▲entirety▲for▲educational▲or▲nonprofit▲
purposes▲only.▲Permitted▲users▲shall▲give▲credit▲to▲the▲author(s)▲and▲include▲this▲copyright▲notice.▲Publications▲are▲also▲available▲on▲the▲World▲Wide▲Web▲at▲www.ca.uky.edu.
▲▲ Store▲uncooked▲cereal▲products,▲such▲
as▲flour,▲rice,▲noodles,▲cornmeal,▲etc.,▲
in▲tightly▲closed▲containers▲in▲a▲dry▲
place.▲Store▲cereal▲products▲at▲room▲
temperature;▲do▲not▲store▲cereals▲
above▲the▲range▲or▲on▲top▲of▲the▲re-
frigerator.▲
▲▲ Most▲grain▲products▲freeze▲well.▲Save▲
any▲extras▲for▲another▲day.
